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Webinar Presentation:  So, let’s begin our presentation It’s All About Income..  Next slide, let’s examine today’s agenda.  



Agenda
> Overview of Retirement Income Planning
> Developing a Retirement Income Plan
> Retirement Spending Patterns 
> Sources of Retirement Income 
> Risks in Retirement Income Planning
> Withdrawal (Spending) Strategies 
> Role of Annuities in Retirement Income 

Planning
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Agenda:  Let’s review what we will cover in today’s presentation.  The presentation will be divided into seven segments:  Segment 1.  We’ll begin with a brief overview of retirement income planning.  Segment 2.  We’ll examine how to develop a retirement income plan.  Segment 3.  We’ll examine the various retirement spending patterns retirees use in retirement.  Segment 4.  We’ll examine the various sources of retirement income.Segment 5.  We’ll examine the various risk in retirement income planning.  Segment 6.  We’ll examine the various withdrawal strategies in providing retirement income. Segment 7.  Our final segment.  We’ll  examine the role of annuities in retirement income planning. That’s certainly a lot to go over in the next hours, so without any further ado, let’s begin with our first segment:  Overview of Retirement Income Planning.   Next slide. 



OVERVIEW OF  
RETIREMENT INCOME PLANNING
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Segment 1:  Overview of Retirement Income Planning.. Let’s begin our first segment, by defining what is retirement income planning?  Next slide    



What is Retirement Income Planning?
> It is a process—to convert a retirees’ financial 

resources into a stream of income that will last 
the remainder of their lives. 
• Running out of money--it’s the number #1

reported fear among pre-retirees.¹
> Two Phases of the Life Cycle of Financial 

(Wealth) Planning:
• Accumulation Phase
• Distribution Phase

> The mountain climbing analogy for retirement²

The Art of 
Mountain Climbing
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What Is Retirement Income Planning?  Retirement income planning is a process. A process to convert a retirees’ financial resources into a stream of income that will last the remainder of their lives. According to LIMRA Secure Retirement Institute (SRI) research, running out of money in retirement is the #1 reported fear among pre-retirees.  While it is relatively new, retirement income planning has emerged as a distinct field in the financial services profession. The first thing you, as the advisor, need to understand is that the financial circumstances facing retirees are not the same as for pre-retirees.  We can view these distinctions in two phases of the Life Cycle (the model that strives to explain the consumption pattern of individuals) which was created by Franco Modigliani, Economist and 1985 Nobel Prize Winner in Economics, in his Life Cycle Hypothesis.  The two phases are:    The Accumulation Phase.  During this phase, investors seek strategies that will support the highest possible returns. The traditional goal of wealth accumulation is generally to seek the highest returns possible in order to maximize wealth, subject to the investor’s risk tolerance. The retirement liability is not (the desire to meet a spending goal in retirement) is not part of the analysisThe Distribution Phase:  In the distribution phase, a retiree’s fundamental objective for investing is to sustain a living standard while spending down assets over an unknown, but finite, length of time.  Investing during retirement is a rather different matter from investing for retirement, as many retirees worry less about trying to maximize risk-adjusted returns and worry more about ensuring that their assets can support their spending goals for the remainder of their lives. It’s all about income/spending for their post retirement years.In his recent book titled “Retirement Planning Guidebook, Second Edition released in 2023,” Wade Pau Ph.D., CFA, he is the Professor of Retirement Income, and the Program Director of the Retirement Income Center at The American College, he uses a mountain climbing analogy for clarifying the distinction between the accumulation phase and the distribution phase, as the goal of climbing a mountain is not just to make it to the top; it is also necessary to get back down.  But, if anyone has climbed a mountain, then you know, getting down the mountain is the most treacherous part of mountain climbing.  Did you know that those who die on Mt. Everest, 80% died not on the way up, but on the way down?   Review the pic.  Your client spends all of their working years of planning and accumulating, so they can have the most amount of money and get to the top of the mountain (plant the flag), but when they are finally in retirement, many people do not have a plan to come down the mountain—the distribution phase.  They have no plan for maximizing their Social Security benefits, or how to determine which Medicare plan is best for them, or how to develop a paycheck in retirement, which assets should they spend first to provide a dependable income stream, which funds will provide a more tax efficient withdrawal strategy, and how to maximize a legacy.  They need your help, as their financial advisor.  Next slide, we’ll examine the Changing Retirement Landscape.  



The Changing Retirement Landscape

“Six in 10 non-retirees with self-directed retirement savings expressed low levels of comfort in 
making investment decisions with their accounts.”¹

Source: ¹ TCRS - 22nd Annual Transamerica Retirement Survey | TCRS (transamericacenter.org)
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Changing Retirement Landscape.  Let’s face it.  The retirement you saw of your grandparents –or even parents—live through, will likely not be the retirement you or most of your clients’ will choose. The retirement in the 20th century (was a century that began on January 1, 1901, and ended on December 31, 2000)  was a single event.  Most of those retirees worked for one employer for 20 – 30 years and when they turned 62 - 65 they retired with their gold watch, which they received at their retirement party, and went off to enjoy the “golden years.”   For most of those retirees they did not have to worry about retirement income because their retirement income was the responsibility of the government (social security) and employer sponsored retirement plans (defined benefit plans).  And, in addition, many of those retirees also received their health insurance paid for them and their spouses. But of course, life expectancy was shorter.  Consider this: In the middle of the 20th Century, the average American could expect to live 14 years after reaching the age of 65.   Retirement in the 21st Century. In contrast, retirement in the 21st Century, a retiree more than likely came from a “mobile workforce”.  Who is a “mobile worker”— individual’s born from 1957 to 1964 held an average of 11.9 jobs from ages 18 to 50, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics--may need to be concerned about the availability of retirement benefits as they move from job to job..   And another  major shift for the retiree in the 20th Century vs. the retiree in the 21st Century, is the shift in the responsibility of employer-provided (defined benefit pension plans, which were traditionally designed to reward those who stayed with the same employer for their entire career, to the defined contribution plan where it is the responsibility of the employee to manage his or her own retirement savings and income plan. Retirees must also take more personal responsibility to plan their own retirement.  Another major difference between a retiree in the 20th century vs. the 21st century is that their employer will more than likely not be paying for retiree’s health insurance costs. Retirees are going to be forced to spend more of their retirement savings for health insurance.  An acronym of YOYO plans has been developed.  Your on Your Own  These changes may cause many of your clients/prospects to phase-in their retirement.  Some of course will need to continue to work, while others will prefer to do some type of work because they want to.  Phased-in retirement many 65-year-olds are continuing to work in their current jobs or start new jobs or prefer to work part-time (Uber or Lyft drivers).  A new term: the GIG economy.  The gig economy undermines the traditional economy of full-time workers who rarely change positions and instead focus on a lifetime career. And another issue, that needs to be planned for, is longevity  (some refer to as the “LONGEVITY BONUS”).  How long will your retiree client plan for retirement 10 years, 20, years, 30 years?  But the bottom line is that many retirees have not done a good job in preparing themselves for retirement in the 21st century. Non-retirees with self-directed retirement savings varied in their comfort with making investment decisions for their accounts. According to the Federal Reserve Report on the Economic Well-Being of U.S. Households and a recent study by Transamerica Center for Retirement Studies, six out of 10 non-retirees with self-directed retirement savings expressed low levels of comfort with making investment decisions for their accounts. Next slide, let’s review some facts about retirement.  

https://www.transamericacenter.org/retirement-research/22nd-annual-retirement-survey


Facts About Retirement
> Pre-retirees feel particularly anxious about how they’ll 

manage their income and spending needs once they move 
from the comfort of an on-going paycheck into retirement.¹ 
• 72% are worried about running out of money
• 57% are overwhelmed by determining how much they

can spend in retirement
• 60% are worried about not getting—or the thought of

getting –a regular paycheck in retirement
• 64% are overwhelmed by not being able to maintain

their current lifestyle or quality of life in retirement.
> Only 49% of workers have reported that they estimated 

how much income they would need each month in 
retirement² 

https://401kspecialistmag.com/high-anxiety-pre-retirees-financially-stressed-about-impending-transition/ ² Employee Benefit Research 
Institute 2022 Retirement Confidence Survey (page 3); https://www.ebri.org/docs/default-source/rcs/2022-rcs/rcs_22-fs-3_prep.pdf?
sfvrsn=e5c83b2f_4
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Facts About Retirement:  These facts come from a survey conducted by Charles Schwab, What Pre-Retirees Worry About as Retirement Approaches.  According to the survey, managing retirement income was more overwhelming for most pre-retirees than many other financial moments typically considered stressful, such as losing a job, buying a home and paying for college. Pre-retirees feel particularly anxious about how they’ll manage their income and spending needs once they move from the comfort of an on-going paycheck into retirement.  Schwab’s survey finds that people on the cusp of retirement are concerned about several aspects of how they’ll manage their money once retirement begins, including:72% are worried about running out of money57% are overwhelmed by determining how much they can spend in retirement60% are worried about not getting—or the thought of getting –a regular paycheck in retirement64% are overwhelmed by not being able to maintain their current lifestyle or quality of life in retirement. But here’s another shocking statistic: According to the 2022 Employe Benefit Retirement Institute 2022 Retirement Confidence Survey, nearly half of workers (49 percent ) report they estimated how much income they would need each month in retirement.  It’s easy to panic when you don’t know how much you need to spend in retirement should be saving. Next slide we’ll begin our segment on Developing A Retirement Income Plan.     

https://401kspecialistmag.com/high-anxiety-pre-retirees-financially-stressed-about-impending-transition/
https://401kspecialistmag.com/high-anxiety-pre-retirees-financially-stressed-about-impending-transition/
https://www.ebri.org/docs/default-source/rcs/2022-rcs/rcs_22-fs-3_prep.pdf?sfvrsn=e5c83b2f_4


OVERVIEW OF  
RETIREMENT INCOME PLANNING
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Segment 1:  Overview of Retirement Income Planning.. Let’s begin our first segment, by defining what is retirement income planning?  Next slide    



Assessing Retirement Income Needs

> 1st step in the retirement income process: 
• Assess the client’s needs for income to meet

their “lifestyle” needs.
> Methods used:  

• The Retirement Income Replacement Rate
(Ratio) Method;

• The Actual (Adjusting) Expense Methods
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Assessing Retirement Income Needs. The first step in the retirement income process is to assess the client’s needs for income to meet their “lifestyle” needs.  Research shows, that today, financial advisors use the following methods: The Income Replacement Ratio (“Ratio”) Method; andThe Actual (Adjusting) Expense Method; Next slide, we will examine the rule of thumb method knows as the Income Replacement Ratio (IRR) method. 



The Income Replacement Ratio Method

> The IRR method (AKA, “wage replacement method”) uses a person’s income 
after retirement divided by his or her gross income before retirement.
• The average American needs between 75% and 85% of their pre-

retirement income to maintain their lifestyle in retirement, based on
assumptions that spending declines in retirement. The median
recommended target replacement rate is 77%¹

> The appeal of this approach is its simplicity. The problem with this approach 
is that it doesn’t account for the person’s specific situation.

https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-16-242.pdf 
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The Income Replacement Method:  The IRR method has become a familiar metric used by many financial advisors for assessing the adequacy of retirement income.  A pre-retirees current income sustains their present lifestyle, so taking that income and reducing it by a specific percentage to reflect the fact that there will be certain expenses you’ll no longer be liable for (e.g., payroll taxes, funding retirement plans) will theoretically, allow them to sustain their current lifestyle. The “income replacement ratio” method (also referred to as the “Wage Replacement Ratio” (WRR) is using a person’s gross income need after retirement divided by his or her gross income before retirement.  The GAO, which reviewed 59 studies and reports on retirement income and interviewed retirement services firms and financial planners as part of the study: “Better Information on Income Replacement Rates Needed to Help Workers Plan For Retirement (released in 2016), found that recommended target income replacement rates typically ranged from 75% to 85% of pay just before retirement, based on the assumption that spending declines in retirement. The median recommended target replacement rate is 77%.  You can download the GAO report at: https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-16-242.pdf    The appeal of this approach lies in its simplicity, and the fact that there's a fairly common-sense analysis underlying it. The problem with this approach is that it doesn’t account for the persons specific situation.  It is important to remember that the replacement ratios are based on what “average” people are expected to need at retirement to maintain their pre-retirement standard of living.  Next slide, we will examine the use of Actual Expenses with a Single Budget Model. 

https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-16-242.pdf


Actual Expense: Single Budget Model
> Single Budget Model estimates the pre-

retiree’s anticipated “lifestyle” expenses: 
• Bottom-up Approach - a personalized

and accurate spending estimates.
> Expense categories are combined into one 

“lifestyle expense.” All expenses have the 
same priority.
• No distinction between essential (basic)

expenses and discretionary (optional)
expenses.

https://personal.vanguard.com/us/insights/retirement/tool/retirement-expense-worksheet
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Actual Expense: Single Budget. The Single Budget Model estimates the pre-retiree’s anticipated “lifestyle” expenses.  This is referred to as a “bottom-up Approach—a personalized and accurate spending estimates. (Pic:  Retirement Expense Worksheet) Using the Bureau of Labor Statistics, seven categories of retirement Expenses (Housing, Food, Transportation, HealthCare, Personal Insurance, Personal Care, Family Care, and Miscellaneous Expenses) you add up of these actual expenses to develop a personalized spending budget “from scratch” by estimating your clients’ retirement spending (their “lifestyle” expense). The problem with using a single budget model is that expense categories are all combined together to provide “lifestyle expenses” similar to the IRR method.  It is assumed that all of these expenses should take on the same priority in funding.  There is no distinction between “basic (essential) expenses” and “discretionary (optional) expenses”. All expenses have the same priority.  Next slide, we will examine budgeting actual expenses with a dual budget model that makes a distinction between basic and discretionary expenses.  

https://personal.vanguard.com/us/insights/retirement/tool/retirement-expense-worksheet


Actual Expense: Dual Budget Model 
> A direct extension of the Bottom-up 

budget but a distinction is made between 
two budgets: 
• Essential (Basic) Expenses -must

have needs; and
• Discretionary (Optional) Expenses –

the “wants.”
> The difference between these two budgets 

is referred to as Discretionary spending. 
• The retiree’s spending in any year is

assumed to fall within the range
bounded by these two budgets
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Actual Expense: Dual Budget Model.  The Dual Budget model is a direct extension of the Bottom-up budget model.  But, instead of estimating a single spending budget at the beginning of retirement, two budgets are developed. (pic: Review slide).  The first budget, variously called an Essential (Minimal / Basic living ) budget, represents the lowest level of real retirement spending that can be accepted to maintain a pre-retiree lifestyle in retirement. Essential average monthly expenses in retirement fall into categories such as household, transportation, living expenses, family care and medical/health. These are necessary retirement expenses that you may not be able to live without.The second budget, variously called Discretionary Expenses (a Desired or Preferred ) budget, represents the higher level of real retirement spending that would be preferred.  Discretionary expenses will occur on a non-regular, retiree determined basis. Discretionary expenses are expenditures such as entertainment, dining out, hobbies, publications, education, travel/vacations, charitable donations, gifts, professional/social dues and gym memberships.  These are your extras. Unlike essential expenses, they’re under your control. If necessary, you can forgo or reduce them.  The difference between these two budgets is referred to as Discretionary spending. The retiree’s spending in any year is assumed to fall within the range bounded by these two budgets.    Note:  While it’s important to determine your client’s retirement budget before they retire, it can be even more vital to monitor their expenses during retirement. Because their expenses are likely to change over time, you might need to adjust their retirement income plan to reflect these changes. Showing your value-added.  By meeting regularly with your retiree clients during their retirement years, you can help ensure that their investment plan continues to meet their needs as they evolve over the course of their lifetime.  Next slide, we’ll examine Modern Retirement Theory developed by Jason Branning and M. Gray Grubbs.



Modern Retirement Theory*
> Assumes all assets on an individual’s 

retirement balance sheet should be used for 
their definitional highest and best purpose 
(Funding Priority):¹
• Balance Sheet: Financial Capital, Social Contract,

and Human Capital
• Assets match liabilities and Income matches

Expenses.
• The 3S Model:

o Secure (Safe) – income must offer guarantee of
some sort, or a back-stop protection;

o Stable – income must not fluctuate; and
o Sustainable – Income must be for lifetime(s)

Hierarchy of Funds

Assets

Source:  ¹Jason K. Branning and M. Gray Grubbs (2009) https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3419038 

“Retirement is a consumption and preservation 
phase of life rather than an accumulation 

phase.” 
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Modern Retirement Theory.  The Modern Retirement Theory (MRT), which was developed by financial planner Jason K. Branning and academic M. Ray Grubs.  The MRT encompasses balance-sheet asset management, preservation and utilization strategies of the individual client.  It assumes all assets on an individual’s retirement balance sheet should be used for their definitional highest and best interest (Funding Priority).  The retirement balance sheet consists of: Financial Capital, Social Contract, and human capital.  The goal is to match assets to liabilities and income to match expenses. This will provide the most important decision in order to use assets efficiently and effectively. Many of you may recall in your Psychology 101 class in college Abraham Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs—the five-tier model of human needs, often depicted as  hierarchical levels with a pyramid:  Physiological needs; Safety needs; Belongingness and love needs; Esteem needs and Self-actualization.   We’ll in developing  MRT, Branning and Grubbs use the Hierarchy of Funds pyramid  (review slide).  The MRT uses the pyramid to identify four base categories, or funds:  The Base Fund – for essential retirement living expense, they have the highest funding priority; Contingency fund— (expenses) for hedging against significant, unpredictable events; Discretionary fund (expenses)—for spending above the essential levels, and Legacy Fund – for inheritance and charitable purposesBuilding a retirement strategy requires working from the bottom to properly fund each goal before moving up to the next.  There is no consideration of discretionary expenses or providing a legacy until a Secure (safe), secure, and sustainable (the 3S Model review slide) funding source for essential (basic) needs and contingencies are in place. For this analysis Branning and Grubbs approach was simplified by assuming that a retiree first has a basic lifestyle spending goal for their retirement, then would like to preserve liquid assets (cash) to support contingency (emergency) expenses (or possible lifestyle upgrades), and ultimately be satisfied with building a legacy after being sure they can first meet their spending goals and support liquidity.  Next slide, we’ll begin Segment 3:  Retirement Spending Patterns.  

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3419038


RETIREMENT 
SPENDING PATTERNS 
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Segment 3.  Retirement Spending Patterns:  This Segment we’ll examine the various spending patterns being used to describe how a retiree’s spending changes from retirement until death.  Let’s first examine the simplest and the most traditional of all retirement spending patterns:  The constant (real) spending pattern.  Next slide. 



Constant (Real) Spending Patterns 
> The simplest and most traditional approach to retirement spending, is to pick 

a constant fixed (inflation-adjusted) WR to use throughout retirement (e.g., 
Bill Bengen’s 4% rule). 

> Advantages:
• Regularity and constant spending power (no spending drops).

> Disadvantages:
• The fixed spending strategies can leave a lot of unused assets, it can also

leave a retiree more exposed to failure--increases sequence of return risk
(SOR).

> While the constant real spending strategy is widely used, it doesn’t 
correspond to the typical spending patterns exhibited by retirees. 
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Constant Real Spending Pattern:  This is the simplest and the most traditional of all approaches used to model spending through retirement. The real spending at the time of retirement is assumed to continue unchanged until death.  Adjusted for inflation.  A retiree chooses a single fixed inflation-adjusted withdrawal rate (WR) to use throughout retirement. The constant spending pattern (model) is most often combined with a replacement rate or single budget model of initial retirement spending. For example, Bill Bengen’s 4 percent rule.  The advantage of the constant (real) spending model is the regularity and constant spending power for the retiree. There is no drop in retirement spending as the retiree ages.  The disadvantage is that the fixed rate withdrawals have an undesirable characteristic:  they almost always leave a significant portion of the potential income unused (a legacy).  This behavior may be at odds with the actual spending pattern of many retirees.   In addition, this strategy also uniquely increases sequence-of-return risk by calling for constant real spending from a volatile investment portfolio. This model offers predictable spending (as long as assets remain), but a portfolio that can be depleted, reducing spending to zero.  Many advisors would say that this strategy is inherently flawed—those seeking constant spending should use a less volatile retirement strategy, and those who accept portfolio volatility should also accept spending volatility. A progressively lower spending rate is required to manage the increased sequence risk.  As the portfolio declines, a reduction in spending is essential to prevent the discrete drop-off in spending power when the portfolio reaches zero.  Reminder:  That sequence of returns risk (SOR) in retirement comes primarily from strategies to withdraw a constant inflation-adjusted amount.  A lot of research has now shown that a constant inflation-adjusted spending strategy from a volatile portfolio is just about the most inefficient way to approach retirement. Someone can’t expect constant spending from volatile portfolio.  Those who want upside (and, thus, volatility) should be flexible with their spending and should adjust (using variable spending strategies, we will discuss later).  While the constant real spending strategy is widely used, it doesn’t correspond to the typical spending patterns exhibited by retirees.  Next slide, we will examine Michael Stein’s Three Phases of Retirement. 



Phases of Retirement* 
Michael Stein’s, “The Prosperous Retirement: The Guide to the New Reality. The 

Three Phases of Retirement

Go-Go Years
Ages 65 – 74

Slow-Go Years
Ages 75 – 84

No-Go Years
Ages 85+
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Phases of Retirement.  A well-known early example of spending changes over time for retirees can be found in Michael Stein’s 1998 book, The Prosperous Retirement: Guide to the New Reality.   Stein says retirement happens in three phases, popularly known as the Go-Go Years, Slow-Go Years, and No-Go years of retirement. Which follows the three stages of retirement:  The Active Stage; The Passive Stage; and the elderly Stage.   Stein found retirement spending to be greatest in the early active phase of retirement through age seventy-five. In these Go-Go years, discretionary expenses for things such as travel and restaurants are high, and retirement spending tends to keep pace with inflation. Between the ages of seventy-five and eighty-five, retirees enter a transition phase (Slow-Go) in which they become less active and reduce discretionary expenditures. Spending no longer keeps pace with inflation and may even decline on a nominal basis. Finally, after age eighty-five, retirees enter the No-Go years, which are signified by a much more modest spending budget whose growth will generally also trail consumer price inflation. Next slide, we will examine another spending pattern that further supports the theory that spending declines in retirement Ty Bernickes’ Reality Retirement Planning.  



Reality Retirement Planning 

Table 1300. Age of reference person: Annual expenditure means, shares, standard errors, and relative standard errors, Consumer Expenditure Surveys, 2022 
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PDF (bls.gov) September 2023 https://www.bls.gov/cex/tables/calendar-year/mean-item-share-average-standard-error/reference-person-age-ranges-2022.pdf

Average Annual Expenditures for Different Age Group, 2022
Expenses 55-64 65-74 75+

Housing $24,140 $21,094 $19,317

Transportation $13,956 $9,550 $6,209

Food $9,791 $8,198 $6,020

Health care $6,699 $7,422 $7,708

Apparel and services $1,830 $1,357 $801

Entertainment $3,698 $3,182 $1,943

Cash Contributions $3,089 $2,811 $4,443

Personal Insurance & Pensions $10,329 $5,057 $2,196

Other¹ $4,547 $2,173 $4,844

Total Annual Expenditures $78,079 $60,844 $53,481
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Reality Retirement Planning.  In another research report that further supports Michael Stein’s theory that spending declines throughout retirement is Ty Bernicke’s article titled “Reality Retirement Planning: A New Paradigm for an Old Science.,” which was published in the June 2005 issue of the Journal of Financial Planning.  In his research article, Mr. Bernicke used evidence from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS): Consumer Expenditure Survey (CES). The Consumer Expenditure Surveys (CES) program provides data on expenditures, income, and demographic characteristics of consumers in the United States. Mr. Bernicke used the CES back in 2014.  On the slide, you can see the most recent CES Survey (2021), latest data released September 2022.  Based on the 2021 CES survey, the average annual expenditures for different age groups shows that those aged seventy-five and older spend less than those aged sixty-five to seventy-four, who in turn spend less than those aged fifty-five to sixty-four. Which follows the theory of both Stein and Bernicke, that as we age in retirement our expenditures decline, so will our need for income decline.  Note:  According to the CES the unit expenditures increased 9.1% from 2020. With the updated data, we can identify the trends highlighted by Bernicke.  In terms of average annual expenditures, we can see almost a 28 percent reduction in average annual expend between the 55-64 age group (of $78,079) and the 65-74 group (of $60,844).   It also reveals another 13 percent reduction in expenditures between the 65-74 age group ($60,844  and the 75+ age group ($53,481).  You will notice that these reductions in total expenditures can be attributed to decreased spending in every major category except for health care expenditures, which tend to increase among adults before they eventually stabilizing between the 65-74 and 75+ age groups. Total decrease in expenditures from ages 55-64 to aged 75+ was a 46% decrease ($78,079 divided by $53,481).  5Comparing those seventy-five and older to the younger retiree age group (sixty-five to seventy-four), we see substantial decreases in spending for all categories.  The only other increasing expenditure was cash contributions.  Note:  Housing is the largest retirement expense.  Next slide, we’ll examine  David Blanchett’s Retirement Spending Smile.  

https://www.bls.gov/cex/tables/calendar-year/mean-item-share-average-standard-error/reference-person-age-ranges-2022.pdf
https://www.bls.gov/cex/tables/calendar-year/mean-item-share-average-standard-error/reference-person-age-ranges-2022.pdf
https://www.bls.gov/cex/tables/calendar-year/mean-item-share-average-standard-error/reference-person-age-ranges-2022.pdf


Blanchett’s Retirement Spending Smile

Exploring the Retirement Consumption Puzzle | Financial Planning Association.

Understanding the Path of  Real Retirement Spending by Age

$74,146

“The assumption of constant inflation-adjusted spending, according to Blanchett’s article, will lead 
individuals to over save for retirement.” 

-26%
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Retirement Spending Smile.  A more recent contribution to the retirement spending debate is David Blanchett’s May 2014 article in the Journal of Financial Planning, “Exploring the Retirement Consumption Puzzle.” Blanchett’s “puzzle” concerns how spending tends to decrease both at and during retirement.   Blanchett observes a “retirement spending smile” that varies slightly for retirees with different household spending levels. The slide shows Blanchett’s spending smile for a retiree who begins retirement with expenditures of $100,000. The blue dotted line is the constant average spending of $100,000 index with inflation each year. The horizontal line is the constant real spending adjusted for inflation for a $100,000 spender.  The light blue dotted line is Blanchett’s spending smile for $100,000 spender.  On average, this household can expect to experience declining real expenditures through age eighty-four (84), when real spending reaches a trough of $74,146. This reflects a nearly 26 percent drop in real expenditures. After this point, average real expenditures increase, though they do not necessarily exceed their initial retirement levels until retirees reach their mid-nineties.  Blanchett observes that the spending smile reflects the same types of outcomes we have described thus far.  At the start of retirement, retirees spend more as they enjoy traveling, eating out, and other types of discretionary expenses.  As they continue to age, retirees tend to slow down and spend less.  However, while discretionary expenses are declining, health costs tend to rise, and at some point, later in retirement, these rising health costs offset reductions in other spending categories. The other pic on the slide, provides the time path of William Bengen’s historical spending rates for both constant inflation-adjusted spending and the retirement spending smile (shown of the pic to the left).  As we discussed earlier, for a thirty-year retirement and 50/50 portfolio, 4.3% represents the historical worst-case sustainable spending rate using Bengen’s preferred dataset.  With the spending smile, the initial spending rate can increase to account for subsequent declines. In this case, the worst-case initial spending rose to 4.73%.  For a retiree basing their spending on these historical worst-case numbers, the retirement smile pattern would allow retirement to begin with almost 15% less accumulated wealth than otherwise. This makes clear that retirement spending patterns are an important component of deciding on a sustainable spending rate.  Next slide, Segment 4.  Sources of Retirement Income, we’ll examine the various sources of retirement income for many of your client’s.   

https://www.financialplanningassociation.org/article/journal/MAY14-exploring-retirement-consumption-puzzle


SOURCES OF 
RETIREMENT INCOME
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Segment 4.  Sources of Retirement Income. In this segment we’ll examine the various sources of retirement income.  Ask the audience the question:  How many of you have used the classic metaphor for retirement income, the three-legged stool?  Next slide.   



Sources of Retirement Income

> The Three-Legged Stool
• Social Security
• Company Pensions
• Personal Savings

> Four-Legged Stool 
• Working In Retirement
• Life Insurance / Annuities
• Home Equity
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Sources of Retirement Income. For decades, the classic metaphor for retirement income has been characterized as a three-legged stool which includes Social Security, Employer Pensions, and Personal Savings.  People age-65 and older tend to receive most of their income from these three sources. However, today, we have seen that the three-legged stool has become wobbly.  And many have suggested that we should add a fourth leg to maintain the balance of the stool.  The fourth leg of the stool would be income from working in retirement, insurance products such as life insurance and annuity products, and the use of home equity. Next slide, we will examine the foundation to most retiree’s income plan, Social Security.  



Social Security
> The #1 Federal entitlement program. 

• Nine out of 10 (90%) people age-65 and older receive Social
Security benefits.  Provides up to 40% of an average retiree’s
retirement income. And provides 30% of the income of the
elderly.¹

> To be eligible  for benefits  must have earned at least 40 credits (10 
years). SSTWB is $160,200 in 2023.
• Age 62 the earliest to elect to receive benefits (permanent

reduction); FRA 100% of PIA.  Delay to age 70, PIA benefit
increased with 8% simple DRC (76%).

> A worker’s record can also be used to support spousal, dependent, 
ex-spouse, and survivor benefits
• Spousal benefit at FRA equal to 50% of the primary earner’s

benefit; Survivor benefits are  100% of the deceased’s PIA at
FRA.

www.ssa.gov/news/press/factsheets/basicfact-alt.pdf
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Social Security:  Social Security is the #1 Federal entitlement program in the US.  According to the Social Security Administration (SSA) Fact Sheet, nine out of ten (90%) of people aged 65 and older were receiving a Social Security benefit, as of June 2022.  SSA also reports that Social Security provides up to 40% of an average retiree’s retirement income.  And Social Security provides 30% of the income of the elderly. As a government-backed, inflation-adjusted monthly income for life, Social Security benefits help to manage longevity risk, inflation risk, and market risk.   To be eligible for Social Security benefits a worker must earn 40 credits (coverage of quarters).  Receive 4 credits per year completed in 10 years.   In 2023, the Social Security Taxable Wage Base is $160,200 (up from $147,000 in 2022).  A beneficiary can begin to receive benefits as early as age 62 but there is a permanent reduction in benefits.  At full (normal) retirement age a beneficiary will receive 100% of their primary insurance amount (PIA). By electing benefits prior to the workers PIA, there is a permanent reduction in benefits. However, if an individual delayed his/her benefit to age 70, they would receive an increase in their PIA due to the 8% simple delayed retirement credit (DRC).  For a person, whose FRA is age 66, by delaying their benefit from age 62 to age 70 their PIA will increase by 76%.  A worker’s record can also be used to support spousal, dependent, and survivor benefits.  Spousal benefit at FRA equal to 50% of the primary worker's benefit.  A surviving spouse can receive up to 100% of the deceased spouse’s PIA at Full retirement Age.   Next slide we’ll examine employer sponsored retirement plans. 

http://www.ssa.gov/news/press/factsheets/basicfact-alt.pdf


Employer Sponsored Retirement Plans 
> The percentage of private sector workers who have access to a ESRP is 69% with a participation 

rate (PR) of 52% and a take-up rate of 75%.¹ 
• DB Plan: Access to a DB Plan is 15% with a participation rate of 11% and take up rate of

74%;
• DC Plan: Access to a DC Plan is 66% with a participation rate of 48% and a take-up rate of

73²
> 401(k) hold the largest share of DC plan assets, 

• $6.6 trillion, at the end of the 4th Quarter of 2022 (71% of total DC assets ($9.3 trillion) and
20% of all retirement assets ($33.6 trillion).³

> Employer Sponsored IRAs
• SEP IRA- IRC § 408(k) - ER contributions only (No catch-up contribution). $66,000 in

2023) 
• SIMPLE - IRA § 408(p) - < 100 EEs earning $5,000.  Both employee and employer

contributions ($15,500/$3,500 in 2023)

https://www.bls.gov/news.release/ebs2.t01.htm; ³Release: Quarterly Retirement Market Data, Fourth Quarter 2022 | Investment Company Institute (ici.org)
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Employer Sponsored Retirement Plans (ESRP). According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), the National Compensation Survey (March 2022) released September 2022, the percentage of workers in the private industry sector who have access to an Employer Sponsored Retirement Plan (ESRP) was 69% with a participation rate of 52%, and a take up rate of 75%. The take–up rate is calculated from the unrounded percentage of workers with access to a plan and who participate in the plan (52% divided by 69% = 75%).   The types of ESRP qualified retirement plans are:  Defined Benefit (DB) and Defined Contribution (DC) plans.  We certainly have seen the retirement landscape shift from DB plans to DC plans.  In fact, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, National Compensation Survey, March 2022, a percentage of workers in the private sector who had access to a Defined Benefit Plan was 15% with a participation rate of 11%, and a take-up rate of 74%.  While access to a Defined Contribution Plan was 66% with a participation rate of 48%, and a take-up rate of 73%.   According to the Investment Company Institute (ICI), 401(k) plans held the largest share of DC plan assets, $6.6 trillion at the end of the 4th Quarter of 2022, equal to 71% of total DC assets ($9.3 trillion), and 20% of all retirement assets which totaled $33.6 trillion at the end of the 4th Quarter of 2022.  In recognition of the requirements and costs of setting up an employer sponsored retirement plan, Congress has allowed employers to set up employer sponsored IRA plans:  Simplified Employer Plan (SEP) IRA and A Savings Incentive Match Plan (SIMPLE) IRA.   The Simplified Employee Savings Plan (SEP) IRA is governed by Internal Revenue Code Section 408(k) and only allows employer contributions (no catch-up contributions).  The Savings Incentive Match Plan (SIMPLE) IRA is governed by Internal Revenue Code Section 408(p), is an employer sponsored IRA for employers with 100 or fewer employees earning $5,000.  Both employer and employee contributions are allowed. Next slide, we’ll examine IRAs.     Note:  Simplified Employee Pension (SEPs) are governed by IRC Section 408(k).  SEPs are funded by employer contributions only.  No catch-up contributions.  Maximum employer contribution in 2023 is $66,000.  SIMPLE IRAs are governed by IRC Section 408(p).  To set up a SIMPLE IRA, the employer must have 100 or fewer employees’ earning a minimum of $5,000.  A SIMPLE plan allows both employer and employee contributions.   For 2023, contributions are $15,500 and catch-up contribution is $3,500 in 2023, up from $3,000 in 2022.   Next slide, we’ll examine IRAs. 

https://www.bls.gov/news.release/ebs2.t01.htm
https://www.ici.org/statistical-report/ret_22_q4


IRAs
> IRAs are the #1 retirement asset. 

• As of  4th Quarter of 2022, assets were $11.5 trillion,
accounting for 34% of all retirement assets ($33.6
trillion)¹

• In mid-2022, 55 million, or 41.9% of  U.S.
households reported they owned an IRA.²

> Traditional IRA [IRC § 408] and Roth IRA 
[IRC § 408A] contributions:
• Generally, April 15th of following tax year (does not

include extensions).

> Growth of IRA assets have predominately been 
due to rollovers from DC plans.

 Release: Quarterly Retirement Market Data, Fourth Quarter 2022 | Investment Company Institute (ici.org) March 16, 2023; ² The Role 
of IRAs in US Households’ Saving for Retirement, 2022 (ici.org) February 2023; ³IRS Statistics of Income (SOI)Age of Taxpayer  May 14, 2021; 
https://www.irs.gov/statistics/soi-tax-stats-accumulation-and-distribution-of-individual-retirement-arrangements   19in04ira.xlsx (live.com)

IRA Rollovers³
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IRAs:  According to the Investment Company Institute (ICI),  IRAs are the number #1 retirement asset.  Assets in individual retirement accounts (IRAs) totaled $11.5 trillion at the end of the 4th Quarter of 2022.  IRA assets accounted for 34% of all retirement assets of $33.6 trillion, according to the Investment Company Institute (ICI).  According  to ICI, in mid 2022, 55 million, or 41.9% of U.S. households reported they owned an IRA (includes a traditional IRA, Roth IRAs, SEP IRA, and SIMPE IRA).  IRAs are traditional IRAs governed under IRC Section 408 or Roth IRAs governed under IRC Section 408A.  Generally, contribution must be made by April 15th of the following tax year, not including extensions.  IRA Rollovers have certainly fueled the growth of IRA assets.  Review slide.  Review graph on the slide, according to the IRS report Statistics of Income (SOI) in 2010 there were 4.3 million taxpayers who rolled over $299.7 billion of retirement plan assets to IRAs;  growing to 4.9 million taxpayers rolling over $533.8 billion in 2018. LIMRA Secure Retirement Institute (SRI) estimates that IRA rollovers represented approximately $565 billion in 2019 and jumped to $623 billion in 2020 as pandemic-related disruption led to an increase in the number of people leaving their employers.  LIMRA SRI predicts this to exceed $760 billion within the next five years.  Next slide we’ll examine working the 2023 Retirement plan contribution limits. 

https://www.ici.org/statistical-report/ret_22_q4
https://www.ici.org/system/files/2023-02/per29-01_0.pdf
https://www.ici.org/system/files/2023-02/per29-01_0.pdf
https://www.irs.gov/statistics/soi-tax-stats-accumulation-and-distribution-of-individual-retirement-arrangements
https://view.officeapps.live.com/op/view.aspx?src=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.irs.gov%2Fpub%2Firs-soi%2F19in04ira.xlsx&wdOrigin=BROWSELINK


Retirement Plan Contribution Limits
2023 2022

Elective Deferrals: IRC § 402(g)(1) $22,500 $20,500

Catch-Up (age 50) Contributions:RC § 414(v)(2)(B)(i) $7,500 $6,500

Profit Sharing, SEP IRAs Employer Contributions $66,000 $61,000

DB Dollar Limit:IRC § 415(b)(1)(A) $265,000 $245,000

SIMPLE IRA Elective Deferrals: IRC § 408(p) $15,500 $14,000

SIMPLE IRA: Catch-Up Contributions $3,500 $3,000

SEP Minimum Compensation Limit:  IRC § 408 (k) $750 $650

Compensation Limit: IRC § 401(a)(17) $330,000 $305,000

Key Employee  Officer: IRC §  416(i)(1)((A)(i) $215,000 $200,000

Highly Compensated Employee: IRC §  414(q)(1)(B) $150,000 $135,000

Traditional IRA: IRC § 408 / Roth IRA: IRC § 408A $6,500 $6,000

IRA Catch-Up for IRAs $1,000 $1,000
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Retirement Plan Contribution Limits:  The Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has announced 2023-dollar limits on benefits, contributions, and compensation.  The contribution limit for employees who participate in 401(k), 403(b) and most 457 plans, as well as the federal government’s Thrift Savings Plan will increase to $22,500, up from $20,500 in 2022. The catch-up contribution limit for employees aged 50 and over who participate in 401(k)s, 403(b)s, most 457 plans and the federal government’s Thrift Savings Plan will increase to $7,500 from $6,500 in 2022.  The limitation for defined contribution (DC) plans under Section 415(c)(1)(A) (i.e., annual additions) has been increased for 2023 to $66,00 from $61,000 in 2022. The limitation on the annual benefit under a defined benefit (DB) plan under Section 415(b)(1)(A) of the Internal Revenue Code (IRC) will increase to $265,000 from $245,000 in 2022.  Employees who earn less than $750 from the employer in 2023 may be excluded from the SEP plan.  IRA contribution limits will increase to $6,500 from $6,000 in 2022, and the catch-up contribution will remain at $1,000 in 2023. The contribution limit for SIMPLE retirement accounts will increase to $15,500 from $14,000 in 2022.  The SIMPLE catch-up limit will increase to $3,500 from $3,000 in 2022. The compensation limit under IRC Section 401(a)(17) goes up to $330,000 from $305,000 in 2022.   The dollar limitation under Section 416(i)(1)(A)(i) concerning the definition of “Key employee” in a top-heavy plan is increased to $215,000 from $200,000 in 2022.  The dollar limitation used in the definition of “highly compensated employee” under Section 414(q)(1)(B) will increase to $150,000 from $135,000 in 2022.  Contributions to IRA and Roth IRA  will increase to $6,500 from $6,000 , the catch-up contribution remains at $1,000.   Reminder:  SECURE 2.0 Act Section 107, Reminder:  SECURE 2.0 Act Section 107 increased the required date to age 73 in 2023 and further  increased the age to 75 beginning on January 1, 2033.  Next slide, we’ll discuss working beyond age 65.  



Working In Retirement 

> Nearly six in 10 women and men plan to work after they retire (both 58%) on 
a full time (20%, 23%) or part-time basis (38%, 35%).¹ 

> While many workers believe they can continue to work beyond age 65, in 
many cases that is not possible. 
• Reasons for early retirement: Health problems/disability, job related changes, and family

transitions² Nearly 2 million older workers have left the labor force due to the pandemic.³
> The latest data, from the U.S. Census Bureau, the average retirement age is 64. 

For men aged 65 and women age 63₄

https://www.ebri.org/docs/default-source/rcs/2022-rcs/rcs_22-fs-3_prep.pdf?sfvrsn=e5c83b2f_4 ³AARP, 
https://ww.aarp.org/work/careers/pandemic-workers-early-retirement/   ⁴ Center for Retirement Research at Boston College. "What Explains the 
Widening Gap in Retirement Ages by Education?"
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Working In Retirement.  For many pre-retirees who did not properly plan for retirement, a new fourth leg of the retirement income stool may be for them to continue to work after they retire.  In fact, according to the 22nd Annual Transamerica Retirement Survey, of Workers, released November 2022, nearly six in 10 women and men plan to work after they retire (both 58%) on a full time (20 percent, 23 percent) or part-time basis (38 percent, 35 percent).    While many workers believe they can continue to work beyond age 65, in many cases that is not possible.   In fact, according to While many workers believe they can continue to work in retirement ,in many cases that is not possible  Based on a study by the Employee Benefit Retirement Institute (2021 Retirement Confidence Survey) the major reason cited why people retire earlier than planned was due to health problems and/or disability. According to ARP, nearly 2 million older workers have left the labor force due to the pandemic.   The latest data, from the U.S. Census Bureau, the average retirement age is 64.  For men aged 65 and women aged 63.3.   Next slide, we will examine the use of home equity as a retirement income source.  Next slide, we’ll discuss Home Equity.    

https://www.ebri.org/docs/default-source/rcs/2022-rcs/rcs_22-fs-3_prep.pdf?sfvrsn=e5c83b2f_4
https://ww.aarp.org/work/careers/pandemic-workers-early-retirement/
https://crr.bc.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/IB_18-10.pdf
https://crr.bc.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/IB_18-10.pdf


Home Equity

> For most retirees, home equity is the largest asset they bring into retirement, even 
after subtracting mortgage debt
• 55 percent of net worth of Americans age 62+ tied up in Home Equity¹

> Strategic use of Home Equity = Reverse Mortgage 
• A RM is a type of mortgage for those who are age 62 or older.  Most RMs are Home Equity

Conversion Mortgages (HECM) insured by FHA.
o The average home value for HECM borrowers (called the Maximum Claim Amount

(MCA) is $1,072,500 in 2023. 60% limit on the amount to borrow in the first year₂
• RMs can be accessed tax-free as a lump sum, as monthly income, or as a standby line of credit

(Contingency Fund).
• Repayments are deferred until after the borrower has permanently left the home.

https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/housing/sfh/hecm/hecmabou
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Home Equity.  For most retirees, home equity is the largest single asset they bring into retirement, even after subtracting mortgage debt.  According to the US Census Bureau, 55 percent of the net worth of Americans age 62+ is tied up in Home Equity.  And, in a recent AARP In Brief, it reported that  the vast majority of older adults want to age in place, so they can continue to live in their own homes or communities.  The report states that nearly 90 percent of people over age 65 want to stay in their home for as long as possible, and 80 percent believe their current residence is where they will always live.  But, if a retiree’s financial assets aren’t sufficient to finance their retirement, they may want to consider using their home equity to increase their retirement income or otherwise improve their financial security.  One strategic use of home equity that can enable a retiree to age in place is a Reverse Mortgage (RM).  So, what is a Reverse Mortgage?  A Reverse Mortgage is a type of mortgage for those who are age 62 or older.  In 1987, Congress passed legislation that allowed a Reverse Mortgage pilot program called Home Equity Conversion Mortgage (HECM).  Then in 1988, President Ronald Reagan signed into law The FHA Reverse Mortgage Bill, authorizing Federal Housing Authority (FHA) to insure reverse mortgages.  Most reverse mortgages are HECMs.  For calculation purposes, lenders use the lesser of the principal limit factor or the Maximum Claim Amount (MCA) lending limit of $1, 072,500 (up from $970,800 in 2022).  The initial principal limit depends on the borrower's age at the time of application, the loan's interest rate and the home's appraised value. Regardless of which reverse mortgage payment plan the borrower selects, a regulation implemented in 2013 limits to 60% the amount of the initial principal limit borrowers can receive as reverse mortgage proceeds in the first year they have the loan.RMs can be accessed tax-free as a lump sum, as monthly income, or as a standby line of credit.  A RM provides the flexibility to defer any repayments until after the borrower has permanently left the home.  Next slide, we will begin Segment 5.  Retirement Income Risk factors.  

https://www.hud.gov/program_offices/housing/sfh/hecm/hecmabou


RETIREMENT INCOME
RISK FACTORS 
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Segment 5.  Retirement  Income Risk Factors.  OK, let’s review what we have discussed so far.  First, we reviewed  how to assess a retiree’s income need to meet their “lifestyle” in retirement.  Then we examined the various retirement spending patterns, or stages in retirement.  Then we examined the various sources of retirement income.  And now we are going to examine the various risk factors to a retiree’s income in retirement.   Beginning with probably the most significant in retirement planning and the hardest to gauge: Longevity Risk. Next slide:  Longevity Risk



Longevity Risk 
> Most significant factor in retirement planning and the hardest to gauge. It is the 

most critical risk to guard against—it is the multiplier of all other risks.
> How long will a retirement plan need to generate income? 

• Life Expectancy (LE): 50% of the population will outlive their statistical LE.
LE at birth for males is 75.4 years and females 80.4 years.¹

• Life Probability: According to SSA, the additional life expectancy for a male
age 65 in 2023 is 19 years (age 84) and a woman aged 65 is 22 years (age 87).²

> Plan on the probability of living much longer, perhaps 30 + years in retirement.
• For the average 65-year-old couple there is a 49% chance that one spouse will

live to age 90 and 20% chance one spouse will live to age 95.³

National Vital Statistics Reports Volume 71, Number 2 August 23, 2022 (cdc.gov) ; ² Retirement & Survivors 
Benefits: Life Expectancy Calculator (ssa.gov); ³Guide to Retirement | J.P. Morgan Asset Management (jpmorgan.com)
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Longevity Risk:  Longevity risk is the most significant factor in retirement planning and the hardest to gauge—it is the most critical risk to guard against—it is the multiplier of all other risks.  It is the risk of outliving one’s assets. Which of course is probably the biggest risk that most retiree’s have.  So, the 64-million-dollar question:  How long will a retirement plan need to generate income?  How long do you expect to live?  This is a question that most pre-retiree’s get wrong.  Because they are thinking about their life expectancy not their life probability. The term “life expectancy” measures the age at which half the people will have died and the other half will survive that group.  According to the CDC, in 2023, life expectancy at birth for males was lowered for the second year in a row to age 75.4 years and for a female age 80.4 years. It is important to remember that the length of one’s retirement could be much shorter or longer than a person’s statistical life expectancy..  A long life is wonderful, but it is also more costly and a bigger drain on a retiree’s resources.  One-half of the population will outlive their statistical life expectancy.  According to the Social Security Administrations Longevity Calculator:  An individual age 65 in 2023 (born in 1958): their additional life expectancy (Life Probability)  is 19 years (age 84) a female is 22 years (age 87).  Reminder these are just averages. So, you should probably plan on your clients living on the probability of living much longer, perhaps 30 + years in retirement.  According to JP Morgan’s Asset Management Retirement Guide, life expectancy probabilities, the average 65-year-old couple there is a 49% chance that one spouse will live to age 90 and a 20% chance one spouse will live to age 95, and to age 100 there is a 5% chance that one spouse will live to age 100.  No one can predict, but chances are that many of your client’s will beat the averages.  The longer one lives, the more time there is for various risk factors to affect their nest egg.  In some situations, you may want to use age 100.  Next slide, we will examine market risk. 

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/nvsr/nvsr71/nvsr71-02.pdf
https://www.ssa.gov/OACT/population/longevity.html
https://www.ssa.gov/OACT/population/longevity.html
https://am.jpmorgan.com/us/en/asset-management/adv/insights/retirement-insights/guide-to-retirement/?gclid=d05cacb7083614794d4fc8a2c2b7623d&gclsrc=3p.ds&utm_source=bing&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=JPM-AM_AMER_US_ALL_JPM%2BInsights_F_DC-IN_M02_2017_SEM_ACQ_Brand_SN_Bing_Mixed_CROSS_ALL_CPC_NA_Ch&utm_term=guide%20to%20retirement%20jp%20morgan&utm_content=B%2BI%2BRetirement-Guide-%5BInsights%5D


Market Risk
> Exposure to loss - you have a lower-than-expected rate of return and possibly lose 

money in your investments (volatility)
• Avoid market losses during the “fragile decade”, the five years before retirement and the five years after

retirement.¹
• Sequence of Return Risk (SOR) can have a negative and a lasting impact on client portfolios and threaten

the ability to make retirement savings last.

> Mathematics of Loss: Each time you make a withdrawal after a loss, you create a 
permanent loss in the portfolio. 
• Subsequently, you need to recover from the initial losses, as well as from these permanent

losses. Wall Street defines as: “Feeding the bear”.  If the portfolio declines by 20% you need to
return 25%, a 30% loss requires 43% return

> Recovery in a distribution portfolio is a lot harder – if not impossible- than in an 
accumulation portfolio.

https://www.prudential.com/media/system/cda/rrz/downloads/Retirement-
Red-Zone-Overview.pdf
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Market Risk:  Market risk is usually defined by economists as exposure to loss.  A risk that you may have a lower-than-expected rate of return and possibly lose money in your investment portfolio.  This is cased by volatility.  Question:  When do you want your retiree clients to avoid a market loss?  The answer:  the period when you would want to avoid market risk (volatility) are the five years prior to retirement and the five years after retirement especially when taking distributions from the investment portfolio.  Many refer to this as the fragile decade. If a high proportion of negative returns occurs during those years, it will have a lasting negative effect and reduce the amount of income your client may be able to withdraw over their lifetime. This is called sequence of returns risk (SOR).  SOR is an often-overlooked part of retirement. During this “ fragile decade ” a bad sequence of returns can have a negative and lasting impact on client portfolios and threaten the ability to make retirement savings last.This is what is referred to as the Mathematics of Loss.  The mathematics of loss in a distribution portfolio works entirely different from an accumulation portfolio.  Each time you make a withdrawal after a loss, you create a permanent loss in the portfolio.  Subsequently, you need to recover from the initial losses, as well as from these permanent losses.  The Wall Street term for taking money out of portfolios during periods of economic distress is "feeding the bear." Recovery in a distribution portfolio is a lot harder – if not impossible- than in an accumulation portfolio. The numbers don't lie: If you lose 20% in an investment, you need to make 25% to get back to where you started. A 30% loss requires a 43% gain to break even, but a 50% loss requires a 100% gain just to get back to even. So, remember, recovery in a distribution portfolio is a lot harder, if not impossible than in an accumulation portfolio.  Next slide, we’ll examine Inflation risk. 

https://www.prudential.com/media/system/cda/rrz/downloads/Retirement-Red-Zone-Overview.pdf
https://www.prudential.com/media/system/cda/rrz/downloads/Retirement-Red-Zone-Overview.pdf


Inflation Risk
> Inflation creates an increased  income demand 

for the remainder of a retiree’s life (worst in 
later years of retirement). 
• Affects buying power of retirement income

> The past decade (2012 – 2022) the average 
annual inflation rate (CPI-U) was 2.50%¹ 

> Assets will have to continue to grow or be 
forced to reduce consumption

At an average inflation rate of 3%, the cost of living would double every 24 years. A retiree’s annual income 
will need to increase each year even during retirement in order to keep up with the gradual rise in prices of 
everyday goods.

Current US Inflation Rates: 2000-2023 | US Inflation Calculator

The Effects of Inflation 
on Retirement Savings
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Inflation Risk.  What is inflation risk? Inflation risk refers to the ability to maintain the purchasing power.  Inflation risk creates an increased income demand for the remainder of a retiree’s life (worst in later years of retirement). It affects buying power of retirement income. Over the past decade (2012 to 2022)  the average annual inflation rate (CPI-U) was 2.50,%.  Over time inflation can take a serious bite out of retirement savings.  To keep up with inflation, assets will have to continue to grow, or the retiree will be forced to reduce consumption.  Review slide:  The effects of Inflation on Retirement Savings.  Assuming a 3% inflation rate:  $100 today would be worth only $74 dollars in 10 years and $55 dollars in 20 years.  At an average inflation rate of 3%, the cost of living would double every 24 years. A retiree’s annual income will need to increase each year even during retirement in order to keep up with the gradual rise in prices of everyday goods.  Next slide, let’s examine tax rate risk. 

https://www.usinflationcalculator.com/inflation/current-inflation-rates/


Tax Rate Risk 
> Taxes can be the single largest expense in retirement

• A tax-efficient Withdrawal Strategy can add up to 1.1% --on a retired investor’s return, with no
additional risk.¹

> Asset Location – The Three Buckets (Taxable/Tax-deferred/Tax-free):
• “Don’t put all of your eggs in one basket.”  (Warren Buffet)

> Retirement Withdrawal Strategy²: 
• Conventional Wisdom: Taxable/Tax-deferred/Tax-Free. Produces a “tax bump “ midway in

retirement
• A tax-efficient strategy: Take an annual withdrawal from every account based on that account’s %

of overall savings (reduces taxes by 40%)

> Roth IRA Conversions early in retirement can reduce RMDs later and improve tax 
diversification³ Maximize the use of marginal tax brackets (Partial Roth IRA 
conversions). 

Putting a value on your value: Quantifying Advisor's Alpha (vanguard.com) ;  ² Fidelity Savvy tax withdrawals | ³ How to Make Your 
Retirement Account Withdrawals Work Best for You (troweprice.com)
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Tax Rate Risk:  Taxes are another risk in retirement. In fact, income taxes can be a retiree’s single largest expense in retirement. According to Ed Slott, “taxes will be the single biggest factor that separates people from their retirement dreams.”  As the saying goes:  It’s not what you earn, it’s what you keep.  Many pre-retirees and retirees forget that not all their resources belong to them: They will need to pay some portion to the federal and state governments in taxes. The potential liability could account for a significant share of retirement assets.    Like Morningstar’s “Withdrawal Source” strategy, Vanguard believes a tax efficient retirement withdrawal strategy has a massive impact—up to 1.1% --on a retired investor’s return.  1.1% per year is a huge amount of return for a spending strategy that has no additional risk.You’ve heard of Asset Allocation before.  Usually, asset allocation is referred to when talking about balancing or diversifying your client’s portfolio.  Asset location, on the other hand, is all about making sure that your client’s assets are properly spread across a variety of different investment accounts (buckets): Taxable; Tax-deferred; and Tax-free. The primary benefit of asset location is reducing your client’s tax bill while they are investing and when withdrawing funds to provide income.  As Warren Buffet would say:  “Don’t put all of your eggs in one basket.  Retirement Withdrawal Strategy:  When it comes to the distribution of retirement assets, and where those assets are located in the portfolio can have a direct bearing on how much income your client will receive. A commonly recommended approach, which we’ll call “conventional wisdom,” is to withdraw from taxable accounts first, followed by tax-deferred accounts and, finally, Roth assets (tax-free). There is some logic to this approach: If you draw from taxable accounts first, your tax-advantaged accounts have more time to grow tax-deferred. Leaving Roth assets until last provides potential tax-free income for your heirs.  It is relatively easy to implement.  According to a report from Fidelity, Tax-savvy withdrawals in retirement, this strategy produces a “tax-bump” in the middle of retirement.   A more tax-efficient strategy would be to take annual withdrawals from every account based on the account’s percentage of overall savings.  This strategy would reduce taxes by up to 40%.  In another white paper on Tax Efficient Withdrawal Strategies, T. Rowe Price recommends the use of Roth accounts in combination with taxable liquidations to keep taxable income below the threshold for capital gains taxes.  Maximize the use of your client’s Marginal tax Brackets.  It is also important for you as the advisor to beware of your client’s marginal tax brackets and if possible, fill-up income in those tax brackets by taking advantage of partial Roth IRA conversions.  You can do partial Roth conversions without moving your client to the 32% tax bracket.  Next slide, we will examine Health Care Risks. 

https://advisors.vanguard.com/insights/article/IWE_ResPuttingAValueOnValue
https://www.fidelity.com/viewpoints/retirement/tax-savvy-withdrawals
https://www.fidelity.com/viewpoints/retirement/tax-savvy-withdrawals
https://www.troweprice.com/content/dam/iinvestor/planning-and-research/Insights/tax-efficient-withdrawal-strategies.pdf
https://www.troweprice.com/content/dam/iinvestor/planning-and-research/Insights/tax-efficient-withdrawal-strategies.pdf


Health Care and LTC Risks
> Majority of adults (74%) one of their biggest fears in retirement is health care costs going out of 

control and 64% are terrified of what health care costs will do to their retirement plans.¹
> Medicare is the primary health care for people age-65 and older. Medicare covers only 64% of 

health care costs.²₂
• The cost of health care for a 65-year-old American couple retiring this year rose to $315,000

(after tax). Plan on factoring 15% of retirement expenses to health care expenses. Does not
include LTC costs³

> 70% of consumers over the age of 65 will need some type of Long-Term Services and Support 
(LTSS) at some point in their life.⁴
• $297/day for a private room in a nursing home; $260/day for a semi-private room; $148/day,

for care in an assisted living facility; $27/hour for a home health aide; $78/day for services in
an adult day health care center⁵

> Fewer than 17% of pre-retirees over the age of 50 have attempted to forecast how much they may 
need to cover healthcare or LTC expenses in retirement.⁶₆

Health Care Survey – Nationwide; ² Projected Savings Medicare Beneficiaries Need for Health Expenses Spike in 2021 (ebri.org);³ How to plan for rising health care costs | Fidelity; 
⁴ Nearly 70% of seniors over 65 will need long term care at some point. - American Senior Alliance ; ⁵ Cost of Long Term Care by State | Cost of Care Report | Genworth   ⁶ Retirement 
Confidence Survey (ebri.org)
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Health Care And LTC Risks. According to a recent survey conducted by Nationwide, most adults, 74%,  admit that one of their top fears in retirement is their health care costs going out of control.  They are terrified of what health care costs may do to their retirement plans (64%). Medicare is the primary health care for people age-65 and older.  What of the major myths is that many people believe that Medicare pays for all medical costs in retirement.  Well, according to a report by the Employee Benefit Retirement Institute, Medicare only covers about 64% of health care costs.  Based on Fidelity’s 2022, annual study of health care costs that go back to 2002, the cost of health care for a 65-year-old American couple retiring in 2022 increased to $315,000.  For planning purposes, you may want to factor in an even higher number, because many people experience above-average expenses—often due to chronic illnesses, longevity, or long-term care costs. Tip: According to research by Fidelity Financial Solutions, you should plan on factoring in approximately 15% of your client’s retirement expenses will be related to health care expenses, year in and year out. In general, the more health issues you expect, the higher the retirement income replacement rate you may want to work into your retirement income plans. And remember this figure doesn’t include long-term care costs, and it’s going to go up every year for the foreseeable future.  Let’s take a look at LTC risks.  According to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), an American turning 65 today has a 70% chance of needing some type of long-term care service, which supports activities of daily living (ADL)  tasks (think: eating, bathing, going to the restroom), according to the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS).  What are LTC costs?  Based on the Genworth 2021 LTC costs, the national average cost for long-term care stay in a nursing home:  private room was $297 a day (or $9,034 per month/$108,405 annually) or a semi-private room at $255 a day (or, $7,908 per month/$94,900 annually); $148 per day, (or $4.050 per month/$54,000 annually) for care in an assisted living facility; $24 an hour (or $5,148 per month) for a health aide, or $75 per day (or $1,690 per month) for services in an adult day health care center.   But here is the problem.  While many Americans are aware that health care expenses will be significant during retirement, fewer than 17% of pre-retirees over the age of 50 have attempted to forecast how much they may need to cover healthcare or LTC expenses in retirement.  Next slide, we’ll examine declining cognitive ability risk. 

https://www.nationwide.com/lc/resources/investing-and-retirement/articles/health-care-survey-results
https://www.ebri.org/content/projected-savings-medicare-beneficiaries-need-for-health-expenses-spike-in-2021#:%7E:text=After%20declining%20in%202020%2C%20the%20predicted%20saving%20targets,the%20biggest%20increases%20we%20have%20seen%20since%202012.
https://www.fidelity.com/viewpoints/personal-finance/plan-for-rising-health-care-costs
https://www.americansenioralliance.com/seniors_over_65_will_need_long_term_care
https://www.genworth.com/aging-and-you/finances/cost-of-care.html
https://www.ebri.org/retirement/retirement-confidence-survey
https://www.ebri.org/retirement/retirement-confidence-survey


Declining Cognitive Abilities Risk
> A retirement income plan must take into account that a retiree will experience 

declining cognitive abilities, hampering portfolio management and other 
financial decision making.

> According to Harvard Professor David Laibson₁, there are two categories of 
intelligence that are critical to investing:
• Fluid intelligence (FI) – the creative ability to analyze new information and solve novel

problems (IQ questions).
• Crystallized intelligence (CI) – the ability, through life experience, to accumulate

knowledge that helps us solve familiar problems and become better investors.

> After age 50, the decline in FI becomes the dominant force in our ability to 
make sophisticated decisions declines:
• 50% of the 80-year-old population would have difficulty making complicated financial

decisions.”

IB_15-1-508.pdf (bc.edu)
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Declining Cognitive Abilities Risk:  With retirement, it is important for you as the advisor to consider how declining cognitive skills associated with aging will make it increasingly difficult for your client(s) to make sound portfolio investment and withdrawal decisions. This becomes a major risk in retirement income planning.  According to Harvard Economist David Laibson, professor of economics at Harvard University who has studied the subject of the impact of aging on investment ability, there are two categories of intelligence that are critical to investing “fluid intelligence” – the creative ability to analyze new information and solve novel problems, and “crystallized intelligence” – the ability, through life experience, to accumulate knowledge that helps us solve familiar problems and become better investors. During our 50s, the decline in fluid intelligence becomes dominant and our overall ability to make sophisticated decisions begins a gentle decline. After age 50, the decline in FI becomes the dominant force in our ability to make sophisticated decisions declines:  50% of the 80-year-old population would have difficulty making complicated financial decisions.”   By the time we’re in our 80s, our ability to make good decisions is significantly compromised, particularly in decisions that involve complicated new problems (like evaluating a financial product with which we are unfamiliar).  This is just normal aging.  In addition to normal aging, some older adults will suffer a rapid deterioration in function due to a pathological process such as a stroke or Alzheimer’s.  Dementia, such as Alzheimer’s, impacts every aspect of intelligence.  Unfortunately, the risk of dementia doubles every five years that we age.  By the time we reach our 80s, the likelihood of having relatively severe dementia is about 20%. The risk of having significant cognitive decline that is not dementia (“cognitive impairment not dementia” or CIND) affects another 30% of people in their 80s.”  This means, says Professor Laibson, that half (50%) of the 80-year-old population should not be making important financial decisions. It is important to plan and make binding decisions before cognitive impairment sets in. Examples of these binding decisions include working with a trusted financial planning firm that can be on the lookout for cognitive impairment and help arrange for necessary additional help or using an income annuity (which David Laibson has called “dementia insurance”) to lock in an income stream and reduce the need for portfolio management skills.  Next slide:  Segment 6.  We’ll examine the various withdrawal spending strategies recommended by financial advisors.

http://crr.bc.edu/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/IB_15-1-508.pdf


WITHDRAWAL STRATEGIES 
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Segment 6. Withdrawal (Spending) Strategies:  In this section we will examine the various withdrawal spending strategies. Next slide.



Withdrawal Strategies
> The FPA divides withdrawal strategies into 

three main categories:
• Systematic Withdrawal Plan Strategy

(SWP)
• Time-Based Segmentation Strategy (The

Bucket Strategy)
• Floor and Upside Strategy ( Essential vs.

Discretionary)
> The Withdrawal Rate (WR) is the most 

important contributor to portfolio longevity.¹
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Withdrawal Strategies:  One of the most important services an advisor can offer their retiree clients may be a well structured and sustainable withdrawal (spending) strategy.  As we have been discussing a retirement income plan must address multiple goals and risks: generating sufficient income, hedging against inflation, sequence of returns, safety versus growth, and so on. And the puzzle gets a lot more pieces when we have to factor in optimal asset allocations and account-withdrawal strategies. The science (or art) of withdrawing (spending) income from a client’s retirement account can take different forms.  The Financial Planning Association divides retirement income strategies into three categories:   Systematic Withdrawal Plans (SWP)Time-Based Segmentation (The “Bucket Strategy”)  Floor and Upside Strategy ( Essential vs. Discretionary) Jim Otar stated in his book, Unveiling the Retirement Myth: Advanced Retirement Planning Based on Market History, in a distribution portfolio, the withdrawal rate is the most important contributor of portfolio longevity.  I would highly recommend whatever strategy you use with your retiree client; you should have them sign a Withdrawal Policy Statement. Next slide, we’ll examine the Systematic Withdrawal Plan (SWP) Strategy.  



Systematic Withdrawal Plan Strategy 

> SWP strategy is designed for the retiree to take pre-determined periodic 
withdrawals from a portfolio of stocks, bonds, mutual funds, or target-date funds 
(Total Return Strategy). 
• The SWP, which is the most common method used by advisors, uses a

sustainable withdrawal rate (SWR) with no probability of depletion to draw
down a retiree’s financial wealth during their retirement.

> The retiree’s balance sheet and income needs don’t enter into the calculation. 
> Three broad categories

• Constant spending inflation-adjusted strategy -  Bengen’s “4% Safemax
rule”(exposes retiree to the most SOR risk)

• Constant fixed percentage strategy (eliminates SOR risk)
• Variable (Dynamic) Spending Strategies (flexibility)
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Systematic Withdrawal Plan Strategy:  The Systematic Withdrawal Plan (SWP) strategy is designed for the retiree to take pre-determined periodic withdrawals from a portfolio of stocks, bonds, mutual funds or target-date funds.  The SWP, which is the most common method used by advisors, uses a safe and sustainable spending rate to draw down a retiree’s financial wealth during their retirement. The SWP is sometimes referred to as a “total return strategy”.  Under the systematic withdrawal strategy there are three broad categories being used by advisors.  They are :   The Constant spending inflation adjusted strategy, such as the 4% Rule, first advocated by William Bengen and widely used by Advisors today, has the  retiree withdraw 4% of his/her accumulated savings in the first year of retirement and then increases this amount by accumulated inflation in subsequent years. For example, $1,000,000 portfolio at start of retirement 4% withdrawal is a constant $40,000 indexed for inflation.  This "set and forget" withdrawal strategy does provide a very stable and predictable withdrawal pattern. However, it does this by ignoring the impact of actual experience. Further, this approach anticipates that the retiree will withdraw exactly the amount dictated by this strategy each year, and therefore offers no flexibility in actual withdrawals and provide the highest level of sequence of return (SOR) risk . If experience (including actual spending vs. budgeted spending) is relatively favorable, there is no adjustment in withdrawals and not enough is spent.  Leaving a large legacy.  If experience is relatively unfavorable, too much money may be spent.    Constant fixed percentage strategy. This strategy is the polar opposite of constant inflation-adjusted spending and the simplest of all the WR strategies. This strategy calls for retirees to spend a constant percentage of the remaining portfolio balance in each year of retirement.  For example: A 4% WR from a $1,000,000 portfolio  the withdrawal amount is $40,000.  If the portfolio drops to a value of $750,000 the next year, then the withdrawal amount is $30,000.  So, each year's spendable amount depends entirely on the amount of accumulated assets in the portfolio each year not just the first year.  Each year adjustments are made to reflect actual experience.  This rule never depletes the portfolio.  It also completely eliminates sequence of return risk.  Variable (Dynamic) Spending Strategies can be situated on a continuum between the two extremes. A lot of research has now shown that a constant inflation-adjusted spending strategy from a volatile portfolio is just about the most inefficient way to approach retirement. Someone can’t expect constant spending from volatile portfolio. Those who want upside (and, thus, volatility) should be flexible with their spending and should make adjustments.   Our next slide, we will examine three variable (dynamic) spending strategies being recommend for use today. 



Variable (Dynamic) Withdrawal Strategies*
> Bengen’s Floor-and-Ceiling Withdrawals

• Ceiling is 20% higher than IWR (4.80%) and floor is 15%
less than IWR (3.40%)

> Guyton’s and Klinger’s Decision Rules – the most popular 
guardrail strategy²:
• Withdrawal Rule (20%);
• Capital Preservation Rule (20/10)
• Prosperity Rule (20/10); and
• Portfolio Management Rule.

> RMD Spending Rules 
• Base withdrawals on the IRS RMD rules
• Protects clients concerned of running out of money in

later years of retirement.

Making Sense Out of Variable Spending Strategies for Retirees | Financial Planning Association   ²Guyton and Klinger 
08-06_WebsiteArticle.pdf (cornerstonewealthadvisors.com); ³Viability of the Spend Safely in Retirement Strategy (soa.org)
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Variable (Dynamic) Spending Strategies. Dynamic spending strategies allow the retiree to change their annual distributions based on actual market performance. This can be beneficial during significant economic downturns.  In some cases, a dynamic approach also adjusts for inflation.  Dynamic withdrawals may provide “guardrails,” or built-in annual calculations that help the retiree adjust their spending rate up or down. These guardrails act as mid-course corrections during bad markets, while allocating additional money that can be spent during strong markets.  There are many different types of dynamic withdrawal strategies, and each can be tailored to meet the retiree’s needs.  Here are some examples of dynamic withdrawal strategies: Bengen’s Floor-and-Ceiling Withdrawals – In a 2001 article, William Bengen offered a new balance between the constant amount and fixed percentage strategies with his “floor and ceiling” spending approach. It starts with a fixed withdrawal percentage, but the percentage can then decrease to a fixed-dollar “floor” that is 15% below the initial amount or increase to a fixed-dollar “ceiling” amount that is 20% above the initial amount depending on market factors.  For example: With an IWR of $4 from $100, the floor and ceiling are set at $3.40 and $4.80, respectively.  This smooths fluctuations by keeping spending from drifting too far (going over the guardrails) from its initial levels. While the hard dollar floor ensures spending never drops too low, it is important to recognize that it also restores the possibility of portfolio depletion, which the fixed percentage rule seeks to eliminate. Bengen determined that this rule increased the historical worst-case initial spending rate by 10%.   Guyton-Klinger Decision Rules: Jonathan Guyton and William Klinger proposed a dynamic strategy that starts out just like the good old static withdrawal rate strategies, namely, setting one initial withdrawal rate (IWR) and adjusting it for inflation. With this rule it may be possible to increase the SWR by up to 20%.  However, once the WR (expressed as current withdrawal rate divided by the current portfolio value) wanders off too far from the target, the investor adjusts. Also, notice that this works both ways: You increase your withdrawals if the portfolio appreciated by a certain amount relative to your withdrawals and you decrease your withdrawals if the portfolio is lagging behind significantly.  The Guyton-Klinger method has four major ingredients, of which three are essential and the fourth seems to be there mostly for “cosmetic” reasons. The First Rule is the Withdrawal Rule:  Similar to the 4% rule you set a certain percentage as your target withdrawal rate for each year of your retirement.  However, unlike the 4% rule you only adjust your withdrawal rate for inflation only in years where your portfolio’s total return was positive.  Additionally, the maximum adjustment that you can make each year for inflations is 6% under the original rule.   The Second Rule: Is the Capital Preservation Rule:  This rule seeks to ensure that you aren’t withdrawing too much of your next egg,  Therefore, it lowers the risk that you will outlive your savings .  The rule states that if at any point, your withdrawal rates increase beyond 20% above what your initial target was set to in the withdrawal rule, then you will lower your current year’s withdrawal by 10%. The Third Rule is The Prosperity Rule:  This rule is basically the reverse of the capital preservation rule.  It seeks to ensure that you aren’t withdrawing too little of your next egg.  Therefore, it lowers the risk of drastically lowering your standard of living over time.  The rule states that if, at any point, your withdrawal rates decrease beyond 20% below what your initial target was set to in the withdrawal rule, then you will increase your current year’s withdrawal by 10%.  Think of the capital preservation and prosperity rules like financial guardrails (see pic).  They help prevent the value of your client’s nest egg from falling off the edge of a financial cliff while maintaining the majority of their original standard of living.  The Fourth Rule is the Portfolio Management Rule:  The rule functions as a rebalancing formula.  Here, you would rebalance the portfolio back to target weights, i.e., draw down the assets with the highest returns first because they are the ones with the largest over weights relative to the target weights. You should also move any excess gains you have into a cash account for next year’s withdrawals.  RMD Spending Rule:  Our final spending rule serves as a reasonably easy way to implement an actuarial method for retirement spending.  Actuarial methods generally have retirees recalculate their sustainable spending annually based on the remaining portfolio balance, remaining longevity, and expected portfolio returns.  Spending rates increase with age, and if these rates increase too quickly, spending may fall. This rule also contradicts what we have discussed earlier under the Fast-go, slow-go and no-go years, that your client would more than likely want to spend more money in the early years of retirement.  The RMD method would provide the opposite more spending in later years.  These variable (dynamic) spending strategies demonstrate more willingness to start spending at a higher level than justified by the bond yield curve, with an expectation that future portfolio growth from stocks can be counted upon to justify a higher spending rate now.  Most of these spending strategies (except for the RMD spending method, will generally try to keep spending at a steadier level and only make spending adjustments when deemed essential. These variable spending methods generally have clients recalculate their sustainable spending annually based on the remaining portfolio balance, remaining longevity, and expected portfolio returns. Next slide, we will examine Time-Based Segmentation.  

https://www.financialplanningassociation.org/article/journal/OCT15-making-sense-out-variable-spending-strategies-retirees
https://cornerstonewealthadvisors.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/08-06_WebsiteArticle.pdf
https://www.soa.org/4a04f2/globalassets/assets/files/resources/research-report/2019/viability-spend-safely.pdf


Time-Based Segmentation (TBS) 
> Segment assets into different “buckets” that are aligned to fund  different 

periods of retirement—bringing a chronological consideration to when each 
asset class gets utilized. A way to help manage SOR.
• Fixed-income assets are held to maturity to guarantee upcoming retiree expenses over the

short and medium term; and a growth portfolio is also built with more volatile assets
having higher expected returns and losses, to be deployed to cover expenses in the more
distant future.

> Behavioral aspects of TBS appeals to retirees who: 
• Reject a more aggressive total-returns investing approach;
• Comfortable with a more aggressive allocation coupled with bond ladder; and
• Have discipline to accept dynamic asset allocation and to follow the rule on when to

extend the ladder (in an effort to avoid locking in sequence risk ).
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Time-Asset Based Segmentation:  The second-most-common retirement income strategy is the Time-Based Segmentation, also referred to as the Bucket Strategy.   TBS provides a middle ground between the two extremes represented by SWP and the Floor and Upside strategy.  Simply put, time segmentation is the process of separating assets into distinct segments (“buckets”), that are aligned to fund different period of retirement, bringing a chronological consideration to when each asset class gets utilized.  TBS differs from systematic withdrawal strategies in that fixed-income assets are held to maturity to fund future retiree expenses over the short and medium term. A growth portfolio is also built with more volatile assets having higher expected returns, to be deployed to cover expenses in the more distant future.   Advocates of TBS argue that it can lead to better retiree behavior because it is more easily understood.  TBS can be more intuitive because it is easier for people to understand that certain assets are to be used for different time horizons in retirement. Bonds provide a specific level of spending in the near term, while a volatile portfolio seeks to fund desired spending level later in retirement. Adding bonds with a defined maturity provide payouts that help support fixed levels of spending each year to give retirees an even greater certainty than low-risk bonds held within a conventional bond mutual fund. Separating assets held within a portfolio to fit time-segmented spending goals is simple and clear for a participant to understand.  Along with being easier to understand, time/asset segmentation with buckets avoids locking in sequence risk.  It makes it easier for a retiree to withstand the temptation to sell out at a loss at market bottoms, since stocks are understood to be in a long-term lock box so that market reversals do not threaten current retirement income.  If only for this reason, retirees can benefit from using the bucket strategy to conceptualize retirement income.  Next slide, we’ll examine the Bucket Strategy. 



Lowest Risk Highest Risk
* The Bucket Strategy originally conceived by Harold Evensky, “Evensky & Katz Cash Flow Reserve Strategy,” Retirement Income Redesigned: Master Plans of Distribution (2006; Bloomberg
Press. Keep in mind that all investments carry a certain amount of risk including possible loss of the principal amount invested. No investment strategy, including diversification and asset 

The Bucket Strategy*
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1 – 5 years 6 – 10 years

Principal Protected Income Guanranteed Lifetime Income
Long-Term Growth

Bucket 1 
Cash Flow

Bucket 3 
Income Annuity

Bucket 2 
Accumulation Annuity

10 + years

Principal Protected Growth
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The Bucket Strategy:  The “Bucket Strategy”, which was originally conceived by Financial Advisor Harold Evensky, who assigned a bucket for each defined time period in retirement, based upon the retiree’s risk tolerance and time horizon.  He used a two-bucket approach to manage client’s assets.  The portfolio was split into two components: a cash reserve and long-term investments. The former funds the client’s next five years of cash needs, and the latter holds longer term, higher risk investments (“stocks” for the long-term).  Five years was chosen because it is roughly the length of an economic cycle.  This reserve complements Social Security and pension income. The bucket strategy anticipates that the allocation will shift over time to traditionally more conservative asset classes as the retirement savings are drawn down.  More recently, Christine Benz, Morningstar’s Direct of Financial Planning, has written a lot about the Bucket Strategy but using a three Bucket Strategy (review slide)    Bucket 1:  Years 1-5:  Also referred to as the “Now” Bucket, it is the bucket that will hold safe and liquid money.  As we discussed earlier:  the three S’s, investments that are Safe, Secure and Sustainable.  It doesn’t grow much, but it’s also not exposed to risk that it could otherwise be exposed to if it were invested.  This bucket includes all the money the client could need now, including an emergency fund, money for upcoming planned expenses and the first few years of income if they are retiring in the near future.   Cash, cash equivalents and immediate annuities (SPIAs). Bucket 2:  Years 6-10:  Also referred to as the “Soon” bucket.  The “Soon” bucket (Medium term) includes money that the client may need soon, so the funds are intentionally invested for conservative growth.  A client may access this money for additional funds beyond the Now bucket or to provide income during the first 10 years of retirement.  It will contain mostly fixed-income securities (medium risk), which are likely to experience greater volatility than cash, but, because they are in the Soon bucket, the retiree has a longer time period to ride out market swings.  Also look for inflation protection.  CDs, Bonds (TIPS) and Annuities (including DIAs) ;   Bucket 3:  Years 10+: Also referred to as the “Later” bucket contains mostly equities (highest risk), a traditionally more risky and volatile asset class. It is intended to meet expenses in the years beyond the 15th year of retirement, again providing opportunity to ride out swings with the intention of reaping the potential rewards, but also risk of losses occurring. Growth and tax advantaged annuities. The Bucket approach is an intuitive way to back into an appropriate asset allocation based on your retiree clients’ spending needs, goals, and risk tolerance from their portfolio.  These buckets will need to be redistributed over time. At a regular frequency, the first bucket will need to draw from the second to continue to meet its intended use of covering expenses over the next five-year period.  For the second bucket to continue to meet its intended use, it will need to draw from the third bucket.  Should market returns create sufficient balances to meet each bucket’s objective, a redistribution among buckets would not occur.  The balances of each bucket would be analyzed at a regular frequency, and, if a certain target balance isn’t met, then a redistribution would occur.  Next slide, we will examine the Floor and Upside withdrawal strategy.    



The Floor and Upside Strategy 

> Starts with the retiree's balance sheet and their lifestyle needs (Modern 
Retirement Theory). Sometimes referred to as the “actuarial approach”
• The Floor (“safety net”) - match essential expenses with guaranteed

sources of income. This is the critical difference between the other
strategies

• The Upside - match discretionary (aspirational) expenses with growth
portfolio.

> Two views of Flooring:
• Goals-based approach – essential spending needs locked in with funding

from safe, secure, and sustainable investments (3S’s)
• Investment based (engineering view of flooring) approach – the amount

of flooring from financial capital under current market conditions
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The Floor and Upside Strategy:  The third strategy used by many Advisors is the Floor and Upside Strategy.  This strategy starts with the retiree's balance sheet and their lifestyle needs. The basic idea behind floor-and-upside is that a retiree devotes s of his/her retirement funding assets to building a lifetime stream of income and the remainder to an investment portfolio to provide liquidity and the possibility of increasing wealth over time.The objective is to match essential expenses—the Floor—with guaranteed sources of income. This is the critical difference between the other strategies.  And then to match discretionary (aspirational—needs wants and wishes) expenses with “upside portfolio.”  There are two views of Flooring:Goals-based approach –essential spending needs locked in with funding from safe investments (such as pensions, social security, and life annuities). Investment based (engineering view of flooring) approach – the amount of flooring from financial capital under current market conditionsThis strategy is sometimes referred to as the Actuarial Approach. Next slide, we’ll begin our examination of the role of annuities in retirement income planning. 



ROLE OF ANNUITIES
IN RETIREMENT 

INCOME PLANNING
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Segment 7.  Our final Segment.  Role of Annuities in Retirement Income Planning.  Next slide.  



Role of Annuities*

> Provides a guaranteed* stream of income.
• The only financial product that combines both an

accumulation phase and distribution phase in one product.
> Shift a portion of the market risk and longevity risk to the 

insurance company.

“82% of pre-retirees express the desire to have more guaranteed 
income in retirement than they have or expect to have¹

Source:¹ New Survey Finds Americans Want Even More Guaranteed Income in Retirement (prnewswire.com)
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Role of Annuities:  An annuity is the only retirement income source other than a defined benefit (DB) pension and Social Security that provides a guaranteed* stream of income.  The Annuity is the only financial product that combines both an accumulation phase and distribution phase in one financial product.  And most importantly, for a retirement portfolio it shifts a portion of the market risk and longevity risk to the insurance.  Recent volatility in the markets has altered Americans' perceptions around what it means to have a secure retirement, as three-fourths of respondents say they would like more guaranteed income in retirement than they already have or expect to have, according to a new national poll of retirees and near-retirees by Kiplinger's Personal Finance magazine and leading retirement solutions company Athene.  Our last three slides, we’ll examine the various types of annuities that provide guaranteed lifetime income.  Next slide, we’ll examine the Single Premium Immediate Annuity (SPIA). 

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/new-survey-finds-americans-want-even-more-guaranteed-income-in-retirement-301619605.html


SPIA 

> The Single Premium Immediate Annuity (SPIA) provides a stream of income 
based on life of the annuitant (measuring life). Generally, makes first payment 
30 days after purchase.
• Fixed, Variable, or Combination (fixed and variable)

> Key Benefit: The Mortality Credit
• Transfer income from individuals with shorter than expected life spans to

those with longer life spans (mortality credits/risk pooling)
> Both the market risk and longevity risk are mitigated
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Single Premium Immediate Annuity (SPIA provides a stream of income based on life of the annuitant (measuring life).  The annuitant can choose the method of income payments:  Fixed, Variable and for some VA contracts a combination of fixed and variable payments.  During this phase the annuitant will usually be responsible for the taxation of those payments as ordinary income taxes.  Most annuity contracts will make the annuitant the contract owner once the contract is annuitized.  The objective of the immediate income is to transfer income from individuals with shorter than expected life spans to those with longer life spans.  This is known as the mortality credits (or the survivorship factor).  When your client purchases an immediate annuity both the market risk and longevity risk are mitigated.  Today we see many advisors laddering immediate annuities to guarantee their client with fixed income for short fixed periods of time (5-years). Reminder:  A SPIA can always pay out more than a bond ladder over a similar maximum retirement time horizon with identical underlying investments, simply because the investor can only spend principal and interest, while the insurance company can pay out the same principal and interest, plus mortality credits to account for those who won’t live the whole time period. Next slide, we’ll examine the Hybrid SPIA, known as the Deferred Income Annuity—the DIA.  



Deferred Income Annuity (DIA)

> DIAs, commonly referred to as longevity insurance, provides guaranteed* 
income for life like a SPIA, but unlike a SPIA, the benefit payments for DIAs do 
not begin until some future point in time (2-40 years).  “Hybrid SPIAs”
• The income guarantee* is unaffected by fluctuations in market interest rates.

And like a SPIA, the contractually guaranteed rate of the DIA is based on
current mortality tables and rates.

• The insurer can offer the guarantee* because the date of annuitization is
known in advance. DIAs offer significantly higher payouts than SPIAs.

> DIAs may also represent a more palatable hedge against longevity risk because 
the effective cost of the insurance is lower.
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Deferred Income Annuity: DIAs commonly referred to as longevity insurance, provides a guaranteed income for life similar to Single Premium Immediate Annuities (SPIAs), but unlike Single Premium Immediate Annuities (SPIAs), the benefit payments for DIAs do not begin until some future point in time, 2-40 years in the future (versus immediately for SPIAs).  Referred to as “Hybrid SPIAs”.  For example, a retiree could purchase a DIA at age 65 where benefits commence at age 85.  If the annuitant does not live until age 85, no benefits will be received (in the absence of some type of minimum benefit rider); however, after turning age 85, benefits will then be guaranteed for life (or potentially a period certain depending on the type of DIA purchased). The income guarantee* is unaffected by fluctuations in market interest rates. And like a SPIA, the contractually guaranteed rate of the DIA is based on current mortality tables and rates.  The insurer can offer the guarantee because the date of annuitization is known in advance. The DIA's future guaranteed* income requires a substantially lower outlay than that required of a SPIA.  DIAs may also represent a more palatable hedge against longevity risk for retirees than traditional annuities, because they are considerably cheaper and therefore provide significantly more liquidity to retirees. In summary, the future is likely bright for DIAs. These annuity products are worth considering when developing an income strategy for retirees. Next slide, we will examine Qualified Longevity Annuity Contracts (QLACs). 



Qualified Longevity Annuity Contracts
> QLAC is a form of DIA, that can be purchased inside an IRA and 401(k) plan.
> QLAC Rules:

• Maximum purchase $200,000 in 2023, Must be a fixed annuity (not a
Fixed Index Annuity nor a Variable Annuity). 90-day free-look period²

• Income Start Date:  One-month past participant’s birth month at age 85.
• Income Payments: Single Life; Joint life, either life income or life income

with cash refund and return of deposit death benefit is allowed before and
after income commencement date, however amount cannot be more than
deposit.

• Additional Riders: Cost-of-living adjustments that are constant (1% to 5%
increase) or by an index such as the CPI-U inflation index.

www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-20-79.pdf;   ²SECURE 2.0 Act, Section 202, repealed the 25% limit and increased 
contribution limit to $200,000 (indexed with inflation), effective in 2023.  Provides for 90-free look period
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Qualified Longevity Annuity Contracts (QLAC). The QLAC is a form of a DIA that can only be purchased inside an IRA and/or a qualified retirement plan (QRP).  QLAC Rules:  Previous law, allowed contributions to be the lessor of 25% of the account balance or a maximum contribution of $125,00 (indexed with inflation). The SECURE 2.0 Act Section 202, has eliminated the 25% purchase limitation and increased the maximum purchase to $200,000 in 2023 (indexed).  The Act also facilitates the sales of QLACs with spousal rights—and clarifies that free-look periods are permitted up to 90-days.  Income start date (required distributions) must be no longer than one month past the participant’s birth month at age 85. The QLAC product must be a fixed annuity cannot be a VAs or Index Annuity. Return of deposit death benefit is allowed before and after income commencement date, however amount can not be more than deposit.  Income payments can increase in the future by additional riders: cost-of-living adjustments that are constant (1% to 5% increase) or by a index such as the CPI-U inflation index;  Lifetime payments can be calculated on the IRA holder and a spouse or partner's life; and  QLAC, qualified longevity annuity contract, has no reporting requirement for the contract holder. Next slide, we’ll that completes our CE presentation.  

http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-drop/n-20-79.pdf


Registered Representatives of Cape Securities, Inc. member FINRA/SIPC and Cape Investment Advisory, Inc.
Cape is not affiliated with SFG Federal, Sarasota Financial Group, Inc. or a Government Agency. 

1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, McDonough, GA 30253 Tel: (678) 583-1120
Cape does not provide legal or tax advice.
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We’ll that’s the end of today’s Income Planning program.  I hope you found it to be informative.  On behalf of myself Bill Morris,  I want to thank you for taking time to be on this Webinar.   
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